
Safe Travels!

The way we travel has been changed forever.
Staying safe and sanitary is more important than ever!

Here are a few items to help keep you safe
 when you venture travel again.

Airplane Pockets
No need to touch that dirty tray table when you travel! This stretchable cover for airplane tray tables has

four expandable pockets and covers both sides of the tray, giving you a clean surface to eat and work on.

There is plenty of room to hold a laptop computer, water bottle, phone, eyeglasses, and much more. It is

reusable, washable, and durable for long term use. Fits most standard US airplane tray tables (does not

work with most exit row seats, �rst or business class tables).
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Personal Protection Kits

Protect yourself and have the personal protection items you need on hand at all times. We can create the

perfect kit for your needs. Add hand sanitizer bottles or packets, re-usable or disposable masks,

antiseptic/alcohol wipes, gloves, etc. Package in resealable or disposable, cloth or plastic pouch. The

options are endless!
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Germ Free / No Touch Keys

Reduce your exposure to germs and avoid touching public surface with a germ free, no touch key. Use it to

open doors, push buttons, turn latches, lift lids, carry bags, and any other task where you are required to

touch a common surface. Let the key do the dirty work. Attach it to your key chain, carabiner, or a badge

reel and you are ready to go!

There are a multitude of options available: plastic, acrylic or metal, with rubber tip or without, branded or

not branded, with key chain or without, printed, laser engraved or blank. You can even create a completely

custom tool to suit your needs. We can help you put together the perfect touch tool!
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Soap on the Go

Compact soap for clean hands without the mess of liquid or bar soap. Remove the soap sheet with dry

hands and just add water to get a quick hand wash on the go. The paper soap is stored in a hard plastic

�ip-top case that is easy to take with you anywhere you go! 20 sheets per case. Full color label. Available

in white (jasmine scent), purple (lavender scent), blue (milk scent), pink (rose scent), green (warmwood

scent, and yellow (orange scent).
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Mask  Storage Pouches

Make sure your mask is stored to remain sanitary while on the go. Store it inside a pouch to keep it

protected from germs and debris. Fold it up and place it in your purse, bag, or pocket for easy access when

you need it. You can also disinfect the silicone pouches for an extra layer of protection.

 Don't see what you are looking for or
have something else in mind?

No problem! Reach out to us today and we can help

you �nd the  perfect item.

FOLLOW US

Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.
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